Ponds and Streams enhance the golf course .... but only if correctly planned.

Ponds, brooks, becks and streams, set with thought into the golfing landscape can do nothing but add to the pleasure of the course. That is, with the proviso they are correctly maintained and do not become an overgrown aquatic paradise for weeds and a breeding ground for midges and mosquitoes.

Perhaps in this country insufficient use is made of water as a hazard, both for the drive from the tee and as a thought provoking obstacle for the approach shot to the green. Many of our existing ponds and streams are there because they have always been there, part of the natural landscape, serving as drainage areas for the land in the days when it was used as meadow pasture or for arable crops.

In some instances the golf course architect has made use of the water course, positioning the tee in such a way it will penalise the bad shot. Similarly ponds have been opened out or re-sited to act as a hazard to the left or right of the green.

Most British inland courses were developed in the early 1900's, often with little money and sadly not a great deal of thought. Golf course architecture was in its infancy mainly dominated by the professional golfer who doubled as greengraper. The truly great courses have been in existence for far longer, constructed on land the farming fraternity regarded as useless for agricultural purposes, but with little reconstruction became the links and heathland courses now names to conjure with around the world. Men like James Braid, Willie Park and J. H. Taylor, true professionals, also had the natural ability and flair to design monuments to their name.

The true architects often with engineering and botanical backgrounds like Dr. Alister Mackenzie, Fred Hawtree, Sen, Donald Ross, Harry Colt, Wetherhead and Simpson, emerged when golf was increasing in such popularity players, wanted a course on their own doorstep so they could indulge in their passion every weekend, rather than travel the breadth of the country to the Fylde coast, West Country or the Scottish links.

Such men were in tremendous demand and no doubt unable to cope with the calls on their services, with the result it is not too difficult to find a golf course where one wonders just what was in the mind of the designer when it was laid out. There are some which could be regarded as useless for agricultural purposes, where safety helmets and substantial insurance cover should be a pre-requisite before venturing on to the first tee.

Like a redoubtable claret a golf course should mature with age. Because of their initial construction it is often necessary to make improvements, adjustments and replacements. It must not be forgotten either, the game has matured as well, with clubs manufactured to hit the ball further and balls themselves bearing little resemblance to the feathery, gutta percha and India rubber balls.

Streams criss-crossing the fairways in the 1930's providing a hazard for the poor second shot are now often in range from the tee. There are also the reconstructions introduced by green committees to lengthen the course, though why such obeisance is paid to the pagan god of standard scratch is a mystery, unless the club 'big hitters' are trying to ensure the majority of members cannot make the par fours in two and by so doing, monopolise all the club's silver.
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Minimum maintenance should be the prime consideration. Where at all possible the pond should have an inlet and an outlet ensuring a fresh supply of oxygenated water provides movement. It need not be fast flowing, just sufficient to prevent stagnation. If this is not possible the pond should have sufficient depth towards the centre to prevent the growth of algae and support aquatic plant growth and fish.

Plants produce their own oxygen, snails, fish and amphibians such as newts and frogs live off the weed creating another of life's cycles.
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His Highness Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid, Minister of Defence in the government of the United Arab Emirates, is known throughout the world as an enthusiastic supporter of horse racing.

He will soon be known, and possibly become just as famous, as the driving force behind another international sport - golf.

A mere thirty minutes car journey from the centre of the prosperous city of Dubai, a golf course is nearing completion among the sandhills of this Arab State.

With a climate to equate with the desert region of Arizona and California, similar engineering principles to those employed in the arid parts of the USA, have transformed the shifting sands into 170 acres of lush grassland. Fairways are submerged below the dunes, winding their way to the greens in a similar fashion, to the golf holes on a Scottish links.

The Emirates Golf Club has developed from an idea so bold and wildly exciting its concept reads more like fiction than fact.

As we know, Sheikh Mohammed is an ardent fan of thoroughbred racing. One afternoon he was watching the latest video tapes flown out from England, with his resident engineer, Stephen Trutch an ex-pat. from Leeds and incidentally a seven handicap member of the Headingley club. During a break in the racing an item was screened discussing the development of a new golf course in Britain. "That's what we want out here", said Steve with a degree of flippancy, no doubt thinking of the rolling fairways of Muirfield and Alwoodley with a touch of nostalgia. "Tell me more", said Sheikh Mohammed winding the tape back for a replay.

A Karl Litten, Gary Player design

The site was carefully chosen with the Bedouin and camel pastures in mind. Course architect Karl Litten in association with Gary Player was engaged to design the golf course and now, with just months to its public opening, lush green fairways lined with palms, ornamental shrubs and giant cacti are materialising like a mirage emerging from the shimmering sands.

The techniques for growing grass in the desert is new, highly practicable, but vastly expensive. The secret is water - millions of gallons. In Palm Springs and Desert Highlands, Arizona, the water comes from the huge dams or re-cycled sewage. In Dubai there is no such source, but they do have access to the sparkling blue waters of the Arabian Gulf, and it just so happens the de-salination plant is in the ownership of Sheikh Mohammed's family.

Two huge lakes were constructed to hold four and six million gallons of water respectively. The lakes built within the 18 hole course layout are an integral part of the overall irrigation system vital to the growth of grass on the greens and fairways. Japanese carp and perch are already thriving.

With summer temperatures well over 100 degrees F. the Toro sprinkler system will need to be pumping around 1.25 million gallons a day to prevent the grass from scorching to a burnt matting. Until the imported species of Bermuda grass, Tifton 328 for the fairways and Tifton 419 for the greens, become fully established, the watering will be round the clock, but later in the year the pattern will change to night watering only.

A total of 740 sprinklers have been installed, many of them, the big 690mm model from Toro used in a two speed mode. These give a half circle slow - half normal speed, to ensure optimum watering of selected areas. As a comparison, most UK courses watering fees and fairways would use 250 sprinkler heads. At the Emirates Golf Course there are over three times as many!

The construction of the greens is a tale in itself. The area has been excavated out to a depth of around two feet, a layer of gravel is put down to six inches and covered by a sheet of Terram. Irrigation water can pass through, but weeds, stones and tree roots cannot pass upwards through the material.

On top to a depth of about 16 inches has been laid a mixture of medium granule sand mixed with clay and imported soil. Water will hold in the clay sand mix feeding the roots despite the excessive evaporation at surface level.

A championship golf course in the Middle East has already excited a number of players on the European Tour. Tommy Horton, Chairman of the Tour Committee, has visited this project and despite an unprecedented cloud burst which curtailed his inspection, has expressed considerable interest in the Emirates Golf Club as a possible venue for a slot in the opening events of the European Tour.

As far as membership is concerned, few Arabs play golf, but there are plenty of ex-pats. who do, taking their little piece of artificial turf to tee up the ball on tees and fairways, before putting out on a 'green' constructed from oil bound sand.

Membership fees of Dh. 5,000 to Dh. 10,000 (Dh6 to the $) have already cost over £10 million. On top of this all grass eighteen hole oasis, the first in the Arabian Gulf.

The Daily Telegraph recently carried an advertisement for a general manager at the Emirates Golf Club offering a salary package amounting to a remarkable £50,000 a year. Small feed perhaps when one considers the Dubai links have already cost over £10 million to build.
An artist's plan of the 170 acres golf course. Lakes at either end of the site can supply up to 1.25 million gallons of water to irrigate fairways, tees and greens. Brick paths wind their way through the links style fairways, for the canopied golf carts.

A luxurious club house designed to look like an enormous Bedouin tent overlooks the eighteenth green.

The three million pound development will contain restaurants, locker rooms, lounges and a pro's shop. All cooled by the latest in air conditioning.

**Watermation**

FOR ALL SPORTS TURF IRRIGATION

You can't beat us when it comes to first class irrigation. With over 15 years experience behind us, we have installed irrigation systems all over Britain, in all the best places, and our sprinklers pop-up in Ireland, in Europe and in Africa.

But you probably know about our past. In the future we will continue to offer the best automatic irrigation installations but now we are ALSO OFFERING A NEW RANGE OF SPRINKLERS, CONTROLLERS AND OTHER SPECIALIST EQUIPMENT, ALL DESIGNED AND BUILT BY WATERMATION IN ENGLAND.

It isn't all "just grass" to us — sometimes it isn't even grass at all. We also design sprinkler systems for artificial surfaces.

So if you have a golf course, tennis court, bowling green, running track, football pitch...or even a whole town to be irrigated and monitored in the Middle East, we can offer you irrigation equipment which is specially designed and suitable for the needs of those areas.

Naturally, we can still supply you with all our usual range of equipment and spares and in fact we now have the most comprehensive range of irrigation equipment in the Country. THE CHOICE IS YOURS.

**WATERMATION LTD.**

Monument Way E.,
Woking, Surrey. GU21 5LY.
Woking (04862) 70303

also at:
Stirling (0786) 70252
Dublin 760964
In the hectic and competitive world of journalism, no magazine can afford to remain silent when it nobbles not just one, but two outstanding ‘exclusives’ in consecutive months. British Golf Greenkeeping is no exception.

First, there was the account in The Times (8th April) of Prince Charles breaking camp in the Kalahari with Sir Laurens van der Post. I need not remind you that with canny foresight, we printed virtually identical account one month before it happened. The only thing not foreseen, as it turned out, was the helicopter. But, really, who on earth could have foreseen that?

Next we promised to give you the facts about education. This threat threw into disarray not only the teachers you and local authorities, parents, universities, polytechnics and the Ministry of Education itself. Before we entered the ring, things were reasonably placid. The occasional strike, public enquiry, or caning did not ruffle the surface and the kiddies went about their lessons with no more than the customary reluctance. Now let me tell you just a few recent pickings from the Telegraph, Times and the Sundays. All Hell, as they sometimes say, has broken loose.

Daily Telegraph 30 March...

Grammer school fight-back by parents opens!

The National Grammar School Association was formed in Birmingham to re-open the Comprehensive-versus-Grammar Schools debate.

Teachers brand new GCSE a flop!

Education standards for 14 and 15-year-olds have fallen since last year.

Daily Telegraph 31 March...

“Goodbye to the school sixth form”

Falling rolls have raised fundamental questions over the education of our 16 to 19-year-olds. Margot Norman assesses the value of tertiary colleges.

Parents and teachers, she concluded, ‘should go into the college and make a nuisance of themselves’.

Well, really!

£120m plan by Labour for the under-5s!

“Last year only 23% of three and four-year-olds had access to a nursery place”.

were the 77% picketing?

By the middle of April, Lord Lloyd of Hampstead was writing to The Times on behalf of Greek, which he said was more important to our heritage and had suffered more than Latin.

We cannot go into the Ministerial proposal that head teachers should be given full-time control of their budgets because they themselves are already predicting chaos this year because of the new imposed pay structure for teachers. At the same time they may have to have some national curriculum for the new 16-plus GCSE. So they will be fairly busy.

Meanwhile the new Director-General of the Confederation of British Industry, Mr. John Banham, launched his five-year strategy, one prong of which is renewed concentration on education.

“Half our people leave full-time education with no O-level passes or GCSE qualifications. On this basis we cannot be expected to compete”.

He likes the scheme in Boston, Massachusetts, where employers guarantee a job for every child leaving school with the requisite qualifications and attendance record.

Perhaps it’s all the parents’ fault. Angela Ince, housewife and journalist writing in The Times, tells us that a recent Gallup poll, after surveying 600 parents, revealed that the majority wanted to help more with homework but felt they lacked the knowledge. But what is it all for, she asks. “Take mathematics. Only mathematicians really need it; the rest of us are adequately equipped if we can add, subtract, multiply and divide...”

I couldn’t tell you what logarithms are for. Or what they are and yet I spent months of my young life gazing dozily at them”. She thinks a lot of children lose interest because they suspect the age of seven come to regard the most exciting and instinctive thing you can do as a dead bore”.

Now you can see my difficulty. I promised you full details of how to educate your apprentices. I have already held you on tenterhooks for two months waiting for them. Now we are in trouble. The whole system of education is changing. My advice will be out of date before you have read it. Even if you receive any apprentices, it looks as though they will not be able to tell you the past participle of a single Latin verb, let alone Greek. In any case they will arrive bored and if they do show any signs of life, it will only be due to relief at their escape from the stifling medium and mayhem of the classroom.

So how exactly is Greenkeeping of the Year, 1987 to set about grooming his youngsters for stardom from 2000 AD onwards? Do not expect or offer a ‘poison Pill’! We have been educated ourselves and therefore presumably have got it wrong already. But can we come up with any clues on how to find our way out of the labyrinth without appealing to the experts. I think that the brains which maintained our golf courses in spite of Green Committees, agronomists, salesmen, Captains, etc, it sometimes has to be said, golf course architects will be able to cope with the new situation in their own way. But there is no harm in going on about it a bit longer.

At least there is a broader base of support than formerly. Training courses in allied subjects, specialised courses in greenkeeping itself, a Greenkeeper Training Committee, City & Guilds examinations, seminars, conferences and a Sports Turf Research Institute. This started two-week training courses early in its career when it was just The Board of Greenkeeping Research. I still have a certificate dated 1938 to prove it. In those days we took an examination on the last day. One test commenting on samples of Lead Arsenate passed round to us in brown paper bags. We studied them carefully and could really find nothing wrong but made up a few bogus answers like ‘A bit lumpy!’, ‘Rather too fine!’ ‘Stale!’, which we passed to R. B. Dawson, the Director, who was himself examining us. With a certain relish, he told us that the proper answer was that a poison like Lead Arsenate should never be passed round in paper bags.

It took about ten seconds for the penny to drop then we proceeded to take him apart for breaking the law in front of us and save the risks to our health and thus the future of greenkeeping. When the protests subsided, he explained that we were wrong again. The substance in the paper bags was flour.
They would call it pupil participation or interactive teaching these days. Call it what you like, he drove the point home more forcefully then by reading out the Poisons Regulations.

A big bonus for the intensive courses at Bingley now is the comprehensive summary of lectures given to each student at the end of his week. This is a reference book he can use or interactive teaching these days.

Call it what you like, he drove the point out the Poisons Regulations.

Wales which offer City & Guilds Greenkeeping Courses at Phase II level and which can be monitored. He does not say whether the monitoring is to be done by results or inspection. Their new Log Book for trainees contains some ‘revolutionary’ ideas like attendance at Green Committee Meetings.

"Generally", he says, "one still hears the old argument about training being done for other Clubs".

The approved colleges are at York, Nantwich, Winchester, Lewes and Bridgewater, so they are not chosen on the basis of geographical convenience, as some think. There is nothing east of London or in the Midlands and there are some notable omissions which have first class facilities and proven track records in this field. All very rum!

Scotland, as the home of golf, naturally took the lead in training many years ago, not only in Glasgow, but at the Elmwood College at Cupar in Fife where Mike Taylor is the Head of Department.

The great difficulties of arranging off-course training have always been demand and distance. To provide a demand, too wide an area has to contribute. This may at last be overcome by the centre for the land-based Open Tech. It lies at the Capel Manor Institute, Bullsmoor Lane, Waltham Cross. They are offering several ‘distance learning’ packages for people working on turfgrass to follow at home. I have seen one on irrigation which I suspect was written by George Shielis. If the rest are as good, they will go a long way to fill a real need, though all the courses are not designed specifically for greenkeepers. Even so, they are planning a package on understanding golf course design which sounds specific enough. It emphasises the need for all trainees to play and understand the game in all its aspects if they are to do their job with the interest, intelligence, and satisfaction which only comes with adequate knowledge.

Outside aids are extremely valuable if the young men can be got to them but there is still much to do on the job. Regular, prepared training periods, pupil interaction, the carrot rather than the stick, patience or persuasion rather than take it or leave it, these will all come naturally to a head greenkeeper, he must certainly agree. But, just to complete the picture, can we help him? I think so.

Ransomes used to make occasional films which served to illustrate general aspects of maintenance or landscape. Perhaps they still do. But now that video cameras and cassettes are commonplace there is no reason why this type of education could not be arranged for greenkeeper training.

Bingley could video-tape standard practices; St. Andrews, Wentworth or Sunningdale or, indeed, Sludgecombe-on-Ouse, my favourite track, could show us their daily routine or special preparations for championships. Every substantial firm in the country could detail how to use its products-mowers; fertilizers; fungicides; pesticides; aeration; irrigation; mowing tees, fairways, rough, banks, greens, repairs. There is no end to it. And it could all come out of their advertising budget. Academic training like the recognition of plants and trees could also be enhanced in this way. A typical training session might be 20 minutes video, 20 minutes demonstration, 20 minutes with the trainee trying it himself. And finally, even if they slip in the occasional relaxation of a recorded Masters or Open, that would do no harm. That’s all part of the game. And the game’s the thing!

Next Month:

"On wheels"; "Golf’s big love affair"; and other tit-bits. Don’t miss them. There is always something new to learn in your favourite publication.
We believe that our experience based on over 100 years of research and development has produced probably the finest lawn mower grinding machines available today. Our customers tell us the “EXPRESS DUAL” is a really 'honest' machine that's built to do the job and do it well! It will successfully grind cylinders 'in-situ' or 'separately', just as efficiently and just as accurately and it will keep you going when repair work builds up.

THE MASTER is a heavy duty lawn mower grinding machine particularly suitable for gang mowers and rebladed cylinders.

THE ANGLEMASTER has been specially designed and developed for bottom blade grinding.

... there's no substitute for experience!

**ATTERTON & ELLIS LTD**

Iron Works, Haverhill, Suffolk CB9 9QH. Tel: Haverhill (0440) 702312/3

Manufacturers of fine lawn mower grinding machines for over 100 years.
A personal subscription for only £12.00 a year postage paid will keep you informed on all aspects of golf course design, construction and maintenance.
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The Make or Break Year

The two day turf grass exhibition on Tuesday and Wednesday 12-13th May is aimed at both the amenity turf industry and those concerned with golf course management.

The event, which is organised in association with the Metropolitan Borough of Sefton, will be showing such items as tractors, trucks and trailers; turf-care machinery and equipment; seeds, trees and shrubs; fertilisers and chemicals; outdoor furniture; and other goods and services of interest to the greenkeeping profession.

An important section of the exhibition - manned by the Institute's Education Committee - will be presenting information on the various practical and workshop training courses which take place throughout the UK. They will also explain the opportunities which exist for young men and women interested in entering a career in sports ground management and maintenance. This sector will be supported by a number of leading colleges, including Cheshire College of Agriculture, Evesham College of Further Education, Hampshire College of Agriculture, Hertfordshire College of Agriculture and Horticulture, Welsh College of Horticulture and Merriott College of Agriculture. All part will be the Sports Turf Research Institute from Bingley, West Yorkshire.

The Southport Show is primarily a manufacturer and main distributors exhibition, as opposed to the regionally organised Golf Course Show at Ribby Hall supported by northern dealers.

Last May, despite an opening day registering thirteen hours of sunshine a biting wind from the Irish sea kept many potential visitors away. Attendance figures for the two days reached less than 3,000, a fraction of the visitors to Windsor and this must have been a disappointment not only to the exhibitors but to the organisers.

Although the exhibition has already been booked for 1988 and 1989, this year, those who pay out large sums to carry stock will be looking very critically at the results.

There has been an under-current for some years from distributors who believe there are too many shows around the country. They fully realise they need to be seen, demonstrate the product and be available for discussion, but the time and effort needed to present a display to the standards necessary are not always cost effective.

From the provisional exhibitors list already circulated only 50 stands have been booked, though more may come in at the last moment. This is half of last year's total.

Iseki Tractors, Ford, Massey Ferguson, Yanmar and Kubota have not indicated an appearance. In this field the tractor manufacturers would seem to have agreed to give Southport a miss, the exception of Sisis whose Hydrotrack could be classed loosely as a tractor power unit. Ransomes, Toro and Llyod will exhibit their grass cutting machines as will Brouwer through their main distributor Turfland, but Jacobsen are very noticeable by their omission from the official catalogue.

The IGC moved into the exhibition business many years ago and to date as far as golf courses are concerned have a total monopoly.

The newly formed B.I.G.G.A. have already considered their role as far as shows are concerned and cast envious eyes across the Atlantic at the highly successful G.C.S.A.A. three day indoor event. It may take a year or two before this could become a viable event, but a Greenkeeper's Golf Show perhaps linked to a week long educational session is certainly a practical proposition for the early 1990's.

The exhibition will be open from 10.00 a.m. until 5.00 p.m. on Tuesday, 12th May and Wednesday 13th May, 1987. Admission is by catalogue (£1.50) and an extensive car parking facility will be available at £1.00.
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CLEVELAND

Hon. Sec: A. Naisbitt,
5 Martindale Road,
Darlington, Co. Durham
Telephone: Darlington 489297

The Cleveland section's A.G.M. was held atBillingham Golf Club and in common with the winter lectures it was again poorly attended. The Chairman expressed his concern over the support of members for section meetings, so if any member feels that there is anything we are not doing or should be doing we would be pleased to know.

Our executive rep. Mr. G. Malcolm, we were pleased to hear, has been asked to sit on the Board of Management to represent the new Association. Our congratulations go to him with good wishes for his endeavours.

There were two committee vacancies to fill, the nominations were received and both were elected un-opposed, again congratulations to Kevin Heslop and Ian Holohan.

We can only request that members support our section or otherwise the Cleveland section active, will be in some jeopardy.

WELSH

Hon. Sec: Philip Swain,
7 Elm Close,
Underwood Estate,
Llanmartin, Newport,
Gwent NP5 2HT
Telephone: Newport 413227

On Thursday, 16th April we held our spring meeting at St. Mellon's G.C. where we were treated to some glorious weather and entertaining golf. The competition was a very close fought affair with a mere half a point dividing our first second and third. The Cardiff Cup was won by Huw Morgan with a score of 107½. Second was Ted Thompson with a score of 107. Third was Lawrence Walter with a score of 108.

The best gross score of the day was 129 by Mike Jones.

Our congratulations must go to Neil Carter and his workforce for preparing the course in such good condition so early in the year.

Our thanks also to the steward and stewardess for providing us with excellent meals and service.

A Special Note:

Would all the greenkeeper's in the South Wales region who want the greenkeeper's to be a substantial force make every effort to attend the meeting at Southerdon G.C. on Thursday, June 18th to form an Association Branch to be proud of. Do not leave it to the same old faces to work for everyone else.

You now have the chance to do something positive.

NORTHERN

Hon. Sec: D. C. Hannam,
12 Moorfield Avenue, Menston, W. Yorks.
Telephone: (0943) 72008

On the evening of February 26th we were taken into the mountains - without the sound of music. The hills were alive, but with more of a buzzing - the sound of industrious greenkeeping endeavour, generated by our colleague and ex 'pat' Mr. Ian Tomlinson. The exact location was Lausanne, Switzerland and with the aid of slides and Ian's narrative all 70 or so present look pleasure in sharing with Ian his work and experiences.

Our thanks to Ian whose pleasant style and excellent photographs, held a large audience fascinated.

In January we had the pleasure of the company of Mr. Richard Patchett and colleagues who showed a video of the new Ransomes diesel hydraulic G.T. triplex machine.

The second supporting item featured the new Jacobsen turf groomer attachment. Yet another example of inventive engineering being put to good use.

Our thanks to our speakers for their time and presentations. We also, as always pay our grateful respects to Moor Allerton Golf Club for making us so very welcome. It is much appreciated.

This year we plan to re-value our trophies as they come in at the various tournaments throughout the season. Please ensure that all cups, etc. are returned by the appropriate date.

This year's Roses Match was to have been played at Saddleworth but in view of last year's 2-match robbery it has been decided to arrive at a score by either (A) Gallup Poll, (B) Proxy, or (C) Secret Ballot. In case this decision is reversed carry on as normal.

Will all members please note our Annual General Meeting will take place at Keighley Golf Club on Wednesday, 3rd June at 7.30 p.m. following the Spring Tournament. This will consist of a nine hole morning stableford and an 18 hole afternoon medal.

President's Day on June 16th will be hosted by Horsforth Golf Club, offering a fine test of golfing ability with the added advantage of rubbing shoulders with international air passengers. Details of later events will be notified in due course.

Our annual seminar scheduled for November 1987 should provide something for most enquiring minds.

An impressive array of speakers including F. W. Hawtree, Martin Jones, Dr. K. Mellaba and R. Rust will present papers entitled The Architect, shaper of the golfer's habitat; Ecological aspects of greenkeeping; Pesticides: A necessary evil; and Meteorology: the cause of our weather systems and environmental implications. There will also be items on Woodland Management and the Greenkeeper in his role as a conservationist. The seminar will be presented under the all embracing title, 'The Greenkeeper and his Environment.'

Will those intending to play in the sectional tournaments please contact: Roy Spencer prior to the event. His address is:-

Elmslack, Low Moorside,
New Farnley, LEEDS.
Tel: (0532) 793167

BRITISH ASSOCIATION OF GOLF COURSE ARCHITECTS

MEMBERS (Full)

J. Hamilton Stutt: Hamilton Stutt & Co., 12 Bingham Avenue, Poole, Dorset, BH14 8NE Telephone: 0202-708406

Donald Harradine: CH 9987, Castano, Switzerland Telephone: 091-711561

Fred Hawtree: Hawtree & Son, 5 Oxford Street, Woodstock, Oxford OX7 1TQ Telephone: 0993-811976

Martin Hawtree: Telephone: 0274-465953

Donald Steel: Cotton Pennink Steel & Partners, Miller House, Corporation Street, Rugby, Warwick CV21 2DW Telephone: 0928-771961

Tom McAuley: Ailesbury Drive, Bangor, Co. Down, N. Ireland BT20 4RW Telephone: 0274-465953

Peter Harradine: P.O. Box 1165, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates Telephone: 00971-16-356446

PROVISIONAL

Alastair Rae: 28 Tannoch Road, Uphallmoor Road, Glasgow G78 4AD Telephone: 050-585-371

Cameron Sinclair: Cotton, Pennink Steel & Partners, Miller House, Corporation Street, Rugby, Warwick CV21 2DW Telephone: 0928-771961

Simon Gidman: Hawtree & Son, 5 Oxford Street, Woodstock, Oxford OX7 1TQ Telephone: 0993-811976

OVERSEAS (Full)

Eddie Hackett: 28 Ailesbury Drive, Dublin, 4, Eire Telephone: Dublin 691592

Joan Dudok Van Heel: Benkenlane 4, 1640 St. Genesius, Rode, Brussel, Belgium Telephone: 358-5518

Pier Mancinelli: 21 Via Achille Pepa 00195, Rome, Italy Telephone: 06-36363-35

Jan Sederholm: S. 252 34 Heisingborg, K. Kristoffersg 3A, Sweden Telephone: 042-371-84

OVERSEAS (Provisional)

Kurt Robckenheit: Dennenmoos 5a, 8990 Lindau-Bad, Schachen, Germany Telephone: 08382-23045

R. Berthet: 57-59 Rue Lhomond, 75005, Paris, France Telephone: (1) 336-77-50

SENIOR MEMBER:

Fraser Middleton: 15 Kilmoracen Crescent, Cuper, Tile FY15 4DS, Scotland Telephone: 0334-54904
EXPERIENCED HEAD GREENKEEPERS

are required not only to apply the highest standards of greenkeeping but to exercise budgetary controls and train the local labour force.

Attractive remuneration package including travel and subsistence.

It is anticipated that the normal tour of duty at one establishment will not be more than two years.

Apply in strictest confidence to:

COLIN SNAPE,
Trusthouse Forte plc
86 Park Lane, LONDON W1A 3AA

SANDY LODGE GOLF CLUB

Invite Applications for the post of
Assistant Head Greenkeeper

Must be experienced in all aspects of Course Management with a thorough knowledge of course machinery and maintenance

No accommodation

Apply in writing with c.v. to:

THE SECRETARY,
Sandy Lodge Golf Club,
Northwood, Middlesex
HA6 2JD

Letchworth Golf Club requires
HEAD GREENKEEPER

with a proven ability in
* All aspects of golf course maintenance
* Use and upkeep of modern machinery
* Supervision of staff

For the right applicant there is:
* An attractive salary
* A pension scheme
* A three bedroomed house in Letchworth, rent and rates free

Applications should be in writing and include a comprehensive C.V. including present salary and sent to:

THE SECRETARY,
Letchworth Golf Club,
Letchworth Lane, Letchworth,
Herts. SG6 3NQ

KING'S LYNN & WEST NORFOLK BOROUGH COUNCIL

Golf Course Superintendent

Salary to a maximum of £9,216 (according to experience and qualifications)

Applications are invited from suitably experienced and qualified greenkeepers for the post of Superintendent at a new golf development at Middleton near King's Lynn.

The course is at present being built to a complete modern technical specification including full fairway watering, SWT greens and large landscaped tee groups. The development will also include the first children's course in the country.

The expected completion date is July 1987.

West Norfolk is an area of outstanding natural beauty which combines attractive countryside and coastal areas with small towns and villages. Housing is reasonably priced, while temporary accommodation is likely to be available. Disturbance and lodging allowances are payable in appropriate cases.

Candidates should submit curriculum vitae including the names and addresses of two referees to:

The Personnel Officer,
King's Lynn & West Norfolk Borough Council,
King's Court, Chapel Street, King's Lynn,
Norfolk PE30 1EX

CLOSING DATE: 27th MAY, 1987
**SOUTH COAST**

Hon. Sec: J. R. Dennis, Hampshire College of Agriculture, Sparsholt, Winchester, Hampshire SO21 2NF.

Telephone: (0962) 272441 Ext. 288.

Section members will be pleased to read that all arrangements for the Summer Meeting are as follows:

**Hon. Sec: J. R. Dennis,**

Telephone: (0962) 272441 Ext. 288.

Hampshire College of Agriculture,

Telephone: (0962) 645491

On Wednesday, March 11th a committee meeting was held at Walsall Golf Club to discuss the amalgamation of S.I.G Ga. E.I.G Ga. and the B.G.Ga. where it was agreed that this amalgamation will not alter the way in which our section functions. If however anything changes you will be informed. Notification of subscriptions will be sent out by the National Administrator when appointed.

**MID-ANGLIA**

Section members will be pleased to hear that all arrangements for the Mid-Anglia Section will be held at Verulam Golf Club on Monday, 13th July.

Please let Ken Bunting have your applications for a meal.

**MIDLANDS**

Hon. Sec: Steve Wood, 37 Holford Avenue, Bescoat, Walsall, Telephone: (0922) 645491

On Wednesday, March 11th a committee meeting was held at Walsall Golf Club to discuss the amalgamation of S.I.G Ga. E.I.G Ga. and the B.G.Ga. where it was agreed that this amalgamation will not alter the way in which our section functions. If however anything changes you will be informed. Notification of subscriptions will be sent out by the National Administrator when appointed.

Our last winter lecture took place at Telford Golf and Country Club on March 20th. We would like to thank Southern Tree Surgeons for a most informative talk given at such short notice due to illness of our first speaker. Also our thanks go out to Telford Golf and Country Club for allowing us the use of their facilities, where we were made most welcome. At Edgbaston County Cricket ground on Tuesday, March 24th, Rigby Taylor held a field day. On display were the full range of products on sale to the turf industry. It was good to see such a good turn out of people, who all must thank Rigby Taylor for such warm hospitality.

Burrows G.C also held a demonstration at Trentham Park Golf Club on Tuesday, March 31st. Machines on demonstration were from the Dabo International and Ransomes ranges. After the demonstration all present were treated to a first class buffet in the clubhouse, thanks again to the Burrows G.M. for a splendid day.

**SHEFFIELD**

Hon. Sec:/Treasurer: G. Brammah, 302 Redmires Road, Lodge Moor, Sheffield S10

Telephone: (0742) 302526

As the winter lecture season draws to a close we reflect on the good and interesting meetings all well supported by our members and trade friends.

Our February talk was given by Jack Wheeler Watermatton's Service Manager. Armed with a table full of equipment he demonstrated the workings and maintenance of various items including sprinklers, valves and controllers. Mr. Wheeler's presentation was practical and workmanlike encompassing design, installation and fault finding and we thank Watermatton for their support.

At very short notice, Jonathan Harmer from Farmura Environmental Products Ltd. stepped in to talk to us on March 4th about the benefits of Farmuras increased range of organic products. With the help of slides we were treated to detailed description of the Farmura range, including the seaweed and iron products. Once again thank you Mr. Harmer for helping us out with a very interesting talk.

The weatherman fooled us all on April 1st by forecasting rain all day and getting it right! However it did not detract from the enjoyment of the sections visit to the S.T.R.I. at Bingley. On arrival at the Institute, the 23 members who attended enjoyed the excellent buffet lunch before going out onto the trial grounds with Mr. Chris Peel and his colleagues. It was nice to hear that the R & A are financing more research into the problems encountered on golf courses. More research is vital if we are to counter the increased wear and compaction caused by ever more play.

The grass seed plots and fertiliser trials provoked many questions as did the threat of increased wear and compaction caused by ever more play. The grass seed plots and fertiliser trials provoked many questions as did the threat of increased wear and compaction caused by ever more play. The grass seed plots and fertiliser trials provoked many questions as did the threat of increased wear and compaction caused by ever more play. The grass seed plots and fertiliser trials provoked many questions as did the threat of increased wear and compaction caused by ever more play. The grass seed plots and fertiliser trials provoked many questions as did the threat of increased wear and compaction caused by ever more play.

The weatherman fooled us all on April 1st by forecasting rain all day and getting it right! However it did not detract from the enjoyment of the sections visit to the S.T.R.I. at Bingley. On arrival at the Institute, the 23 members who attended enjoyed the excellent buffet lunch before going out onto the trial grounds with Mr. Chris Peel and his colleagues. It was nice to hear that the R & A are financing more research into the problems encountered on golf courses. More research is vital if we are to counter the increased wear and compaction caused by ever more play. The grass seed plots and fertiliser trials provoked many questions as did the threat of increased wear and compaction caused by ever more play. The grass seed plots and fertiliser trials provoked many questions as did the threat of increased wear and compaction caused by ever more play. The grass seed plots and fertiliser trials provoked many questions as did the threat of increased wear and compaction caused by ever more play. The grass seed plots and fertiliser trials provoked many questions as did the threat of increased wear and compaction caused by ever more play.